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Purpose: CCT College Dublin is committed to maintaining academic standards and ensuring fair, reliable and valid assessment practice and decision making. The
College recognises that a culture of review and enhancement is essential to fulfil this commitment. It is CCT policy that all key assessments are internally verified /
moderated to ensure they are fair, transparent, assess module learning outcomes and that grading decisions are consistent, in line with academic regulations, and
are reflective of the standard of work assessed. The implementation of a verification and moderation policy provides assurance to learners and the public in relation
to the academic standards in CCT College.
The moderation of assessment applies to all key summative assessments on programmes leading to QQI awards. The following policy outlines the standard
moderation process. Where alternative processes are employed, these must be documented, approved by the Dean of School or Dean of Academic Affairs and
communicated to the External Examiner in advance.
For collaborative programmes, arrangements for the internal moderation of assessment will be agreed as part of the initial collaborative agreement and documented
accordingly. CCT College expects an equivalent standard of moderation to that required by this policy. In the absence of a moderation policy the CCT policy will
apply.
Moderation is the means by which examiners secure confirmation of their initial judgements. It is an evidence-based approach to establishing a shared
understanding of standards. “Moderation is concerned with the consistency, comparability and fairness of professional judgements about the levels demonstrated by
students." (Maxwell 2002) Verification is the process of establishing the validity of an assessment or assessment decision. The two terms may be used
interchangeably throughout CCT College documentation but should be taken to mean the processes in place for the internal review of assessments and grading. It
is a reasonable expectation that some changes may be required following a process of moderation or verification.
It is standard practice for sampling of graded assessments by an internal moderator for all key summative assessment tasks. For capstone assessments at level 9
all assessments must be second marked and made available to the external examiner.
Supplementary guidance material is available from the QA Office for academic faculty and external examiners in respect of moderation practice in CCT College.
Staff Involved: Dean of Academic Affairs, Dean of School, Head of Faculty, QA Officer, Faculty Co-ordinator, Lecturers

Method(s) used to carry out this procedure

Responsibility

Evidence generated by this
procedure

Pre-release Internal Assessment Review:
1. Internal moderators are designated by the Head of Faculty in the assessment schedule
2. Internal moderators receive completed proposed assessment documentation (CA/Exam) from
the Lecturer. This should include full details of the assessment to be completed (including any
supporting material or instructions) and the marking scheme to be applied.
3. The role of the internal moderator is to act as critical reviewer. It is to consider:
• Suitability of the task for the award level and for the potential to enable attainment of the
learning outcomes specified
• Suitability of the size of the assessment for its weighting
• Relevance of the task(s) / questions to the learning outcomes, and specifically ensuring
that additional unnecessary tasks or questions are not included
• Alignment with programme and module content and teaching, learning and assessment
strategies
• Appropriateness of the marking scheme in ensuring consistency, fairness and standards
and appropriate allocation of marks.
In addition, the moderator is required to consider issues of clarity, ambiguity and consistency of
requirements between question and marking scheme, assessment format and structure for all
assessments.
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4. Assessments are evaluated by the moderator with the following principles in mind:
4.1. Assessment is appropriate, consistent, fair and transparent and does not unintentionally
discriminate against any learner
4.2. Assessment is clearly written, and all required supplemental material is attached
4.3. Assessment has been set in line with learning outcomes of the assignment/examination
for the module
4.4. Consistency of assessment within a module
4.5. Comparability of standards across modules within a subject area
4.6. Assessment is appropriate to the level at which it is taught
5. The internal moderator will report their findings and observations to the assessor / examiner
responsible for the assessment. Both parties should seek to reach agreement on any matters

identified.
6. Where agreement cannot be reached, the matter should be referred to the Head of Faculty or
Dean of School for resolution. Where necessary a third party may be required to undertake
further review.
Corrected Assessment Internal Moderation (before exam board and external examiner
process)
1. The internal examiner delivers the complete graded exam or continuous assessment
package to the designated moderator.
2. The moderator selects a proportion (10-20%) of scripts / CAs to grade.
3. Scripts CAs should represent each grade band (fail, pass, merit distinction or equivalent
grades expressed as percentages) and also any borderline cases.
4. The moderator reviews the graded sample with the following principles in mind;
4.1 Provide a check that an assessment has been marked in line with the expressed aims
and learning outcomes of the assignment/examination, and in terms of marking
scheme / criteria
4.2 Provide assurance for learners of fairness of marking and the equal treatment of each
learner
5. As the issuing of a mark / grade is a quality judgement, greater than the computation of
marks from subsections, moderation should not normally result in the dispute over
nominal differences. The moderator should assure themselves that the mark / grade
awarded is reflective of the academic standard associated with that specific grade band
e.g. pass, merit or distinction, or section of a grade band e.g. lower 2:1, upper 2:1
standard etc.
6. Where a learner is awarded a borderline mark, closer consideration should be given to
this. It is noted that it is feasible for a learner to attain a standard that indicates they are
close to moving into the next grade band. Raising the grade is not automatic.
7. All assessments that have been reviewed should be signed by the moderator to indicate
that is the case.
8. The internal moderator will report their findings and observations to the assessor /
examiner responsible for the assessment. Both parties should seek to reach agreement
on any matters identified and adjust grades / marks if required.
9. Where agreement cannot be reached, the matter should be referred to the Head of
Faculty or Dean of School for resolution. Where necessary a third party may be required
to undertake further moderation.
10. In respect of examinations, the moderator completes a report and this report, with the
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graded scripts and the assessment form CCTF102:2 is delivered to the QA Officer or
Faculty Coordinator.
11. All forms are signed off by the QA Officer and stored with the exam scripts in accordance
with the College Records Retention Schedule.
Verification / Moderation of Alternative Assessment Types
Programmes often incorporate assessments which are not paper based, or text based and
therefore do not allow for the method of moderation outlined above. Such assessments may
include presentations, role play, placement, simulations etc. In such cases an alternative
moderation process must be implemented that allows for
a) the assessment to be reviewed in advance based upon the principles at point 4 in the prerelease internal assessment review section
b) the grading of learner performance to be reviewed and moderated by an internal
moderator.
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It is normally the case that a) can be applied as normal. In the case of b) alternative means of
moderation may include, for example:
• attendance by moderator at the assessment of live presentations / role plays / simulations
• video recording for future moderation
• joint placement visits by assessor and moderator
• separate placement visits by assessor and moderator and discussion to determine
suitability of grade to be awarded
In all cases where an alternative moderation method is to be employed, these must be
documented, approved by the Dean of School or Dean of Academic Affairs and communicated to
the External Examiner in advance.
Monitoring
Monitor
(Job
Title)

Frequency

Monitoring Method(s)

Head of
Faculty

Ongoing reviews throughout the academic year

Review of internal verification reports and external examiner
reports

Dean of

Exam Board review

Academic
Affairs
QA
Officer

Annual review for full academic year

Review and updating of the Assessment Plans, as required.
Review of internal verification reports and external examiner
reports
Review of internal verification reports and external examiner
reports
Final Approval from Academic Council
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